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Abstract: Traditionally, the deformation of continuum is divided into elastic, plastic, and flow. For a large 
deformation with cracking, they are combined together. So, for complicated deformation, a formulation to 
express the evolution of deformation from elastic to flow will help to understand the intrinsic relation among 
the related parameters which relate the deformation with a stress field. To this purpose, Eringen’s polar 
decomposition and Trusedell’s polar decomposition are formulated by explicit formulation of displacement 
field, based on Chen’s additive decomposition of deformation gradient. Then the strain introduced by the 
multiplicative decomposition and the strain introduced by the additive decomposition are formulated 
explicitly with displacement gradient. This formulation clears the intrinsic contents of strains defined by 
taking the Eringen’s polar decomposition and Trusedell’s polar decomposition. After that, it shows that the 
plastic deformation can be expressed as the irreversible local average rotation. For initial isotropic simple 
elastic material, the path-dependent feature of classical plasticity theory is naturally expressed in Chen’s 
strain definition. It is founded that for initially isotropic material the motion equations require a 
non-symmetric stress for dynamic deformation and a symmetric stress for static deformation. This 
controversy between dynamic deformation and static deformation can be used to explain the cracking or 
buckling of solid continuum. Finally, the research shows that the flow motion of continuum can be 
expressed by the same formulation system. So, it forms an evolution theory from elastic deformation to flow 
of continuum.  
PACS: 46.85.+b, 47.10.+g 
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1 Introduction 
Traditionally, the deformation of continuum is divided into elastic, plastic, and flow. Consequently, the 
mechanics of continuum establishes several branches. Along with the development of high-tech industry, 
complex deformation becomes the interested topic. For complicated deformation, a formulation to express 
the evolution of deformation from elastic to flow will help to understand the intrinsic relation among the 
related parameters which relate the deformation with a stress field. This will leads to non-linear theory of 
mechanics[1]. 
For large deformation, Eringen’s polar decomposition and Trusedell’s polar decomposition are widely 
used to formulate strain definition[2-6]. However, their explicit formulations by displacement field are not 
available. Moreover, the geometric interpretation of orthogonal rotation tensor is too mathematic to be 
phenomenal. This disadvantage dragged the development of continuum mechanics for a continuous 
deformation from infinitesimal to finite flow. Recently, this problem is attacked by different ways. 
Based on Chen’s additive decomposition of deformation gradient[7-11], the strain introduced by the 
multiplicative decomposition and the strain introduced by the additive decomposition are formulated 
explicitly with displacement gradient. This formulation clears the intrinsic contents of strains defined by 
taking the Eringen’s polar decomposition and Trusedell’s polar decomposition.  
Introducing Chen’s strain definition, it is shown that the plastic deformation can be expressed as the 
irreversible local average rotation. For initial isotropic simple elastic material, the path-dependent feature of 
classical plasticity theory is naturally expressed in Chen’s strain definition. Therefore, constitutive equations 
(including elastic, plastic, rheology, and flow) can be nationalized with the new understanding. 
It is founded that for initially isotropic material the motion equations require a non-symmetric stress for 
dynamic deformation and a symmetric stress for static deformation. This controversy between dynamic 
deformation and static deformation can be used to explain the cracking or buckling of solid continuum. 
Finally, the research shows that the flow motion of continuum can be expressed by the same formulation 
system. So, it forms an evolution theory from elastic deformation to flow of continuum.  
In a typical experiment, for a complete finite deformation process of first loading, the named stress and 
the named strain are related with a non-linear relation. However, the striking feature of the unloading 
process is that they show an invariant elastic relation referring to the plastic strain, which is determined by 
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the maximum deformation the material suffered. The reloading process firstly follows the elastic path and 
then, at the point of maximum deformation, follows the original path of finite deformation. 
In classical plasticity theory, this path-dependent stress-strain relationship is expressed by introducing 
plasticity strain as an internal parameter. Many simplified models of stress-strain relationship have been 
established and applied in industry. But, for accurate metal forming, the very small elastic recovery stress 
may produce significant error respect with the desired geometric configuration. This problem is caused by 
the theoretic form of finite deformation. 
To solve the theoretic problem of finite deformation, Trusedell’s polar decomposition of deformation 
gradient[1] is widely used in large deformation problem. However, the orthogonal rotation in Trusedell’s 
polar decomposition does not represent the real relative local rotation of material point respect with its 
neighbouring material[8], as by experimental observation the relative local rotation and the local stretching 
are happened in the same time rather than in consequence. Hence the rotation defined by Trusedell’s polar 
decomposition only represents the equivalent orientation of deformed material element. This problem can 
be solved by Eringen’s polar decomposition through discarding the symmetry requirement of stretching 
tensor[4-5], this leads to the introduction of micropolar Lagrangean (or Eulerian ) strain and curvature tensor[6]. 
Recently, based on the Eringen’s polar decomposition, the micropolar rotation tensor is introduced into 
plasticity theory[6]. So, the orthogonal rotation tensor do has intrinsic mechanical significance.  
Although the above advancement is significant in theoretic consideration, they do not give out an 
explicit formulation of rotation tensor by displacement field. This paper will shows that this shortage, in 
essential sense, can be overcome by Chen’s additive decomposition of deformation gradient[7-10].  
Based on the additive decomposition of deformation gradient, a theory of finite deformation is 
established by Chen Z D. In his theory, the average local rotation gets clear geometric and mechanics 
meaning and an intrinsic reference is taken to express the relation between the current configuration and the 
initial configuration[9-10]. Unfortunately, the value of Chen’s additive decomposition of deformation gradient 
for plasticity has not been well developed[10]. The main problem is that for large shear Chen’s definition of 
the average local rotation requires a too strict condition. Fortunately, this problem has been solved recently 
by further research in that Chen’s additive decomposition is extended to arbitrary shear[11]. The related 
results will be simply introduced in this paper. 
Generally, a complete deformation process will produce irreversible deformation (such as plastic 
deformation). When the loading is completely removed, the residual deformation forms a deformed 
geometric configuration. For the unloading process, the recoverable deformation is elastic. The 
path-dependent feature of constitutive relation between stress and strain can be naturally formulated by 
Chen’s strain definition. For the maximum loading process, the deformation process will evolutes from 
elastic, through plastic, to flow. This process is strictly formulated with the help of motion equations and 
deformation geometry. When the dynamic loading is removed, the rheology feature is explicitly formulated 
by taking the original geometry of material as the reference configuration. Hence, for a complete 
deformation from elastic behavior to flow, this paper explicitly formulates the related fields by displacement 
gradient field and invariant elastic constants. 
 
2 Chen’s SR Additive Decomposition of Deformation Gradient and Its Extension 
For continuum, the displacement gradient can be divided into symmetry part and asymmetry part in 
classical treatment. For infinitesimal deformation, the asymmetry part is interpreted as rotation after Stokes. 
However, for large deformation this asymmetry part can not represent the true local rotation. Chen Z D 
shows that the displacement gradient can be divided into symmetry part and orthogonal rotation part. Hence, 
the true local rotation can be defined and be given its true geometric interpretation. 
Based on the concept of points set transformation, Chen Z D introduces the concept of base vectors 
transformation between initial configuration and present configuration of continuum [7-10]. Taking co-moving 
dragging coordinator system, the transformation tensor ijF  is defined as: 
0
i
i
jj gFg
rr =                      (1) 
Where, ig
r  and 0ig
r  are base vectors for present configuration and original configuration, respectively. The 
points set is coordinated with Lagrangean coordinators, here anti-covariant components 3,2,1, =ixi  are 
used. Note that the co-moving requires both base vectors for present configuration and original 
configuration be defined on the continuum. The rigid rotation or motion will not change such a relation. The 
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dragging requires both base vectors be parameterized by the same anti-covariant components. So, such a 
definition of coordinator system is an intrinsic definition. This point is very important to understand the 
concept of Chen’s point set transformation and its geometric meaning. 
The transformation tensor can be expressed by the gradient of displacement iu as following: 
     ijj
ii
j uF δ+=              (2) 
Where, 
j
iu  express the covariant derivation of displacement fields; ijδ  is Kronecker-delta.  
Chen Z D has shown that the transformation can be decomposed into the addition of one symmetry 
tensor expressing stretching and one unit orthogonal tensor expressing local rotation [7-10]. That is, we have: 
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In above expressions, the upper T represents transpose of a tensor, the parameter Θ  is called local average 
rotation angel (from continuity consideration we can set 2/π<Θ ) and tensor kjL  defines the local 
average rotation axis direction, it is an anti-symmetric tensor. The ijS  is a symmetric tensor (it is defined as 
strain by Chen Z D), the ijR  is a proper orthogonal tensor. They are two-point tensor
[1,15], which has been 
discussed by Trusedell in details. To make the two-point tensor clear, the upper index corresponds to the 
base in initial configuration and the lower index corresponds to the base in current configuration. 
Mathematically, Chen Z D has proved that the upper index corresponds to anti-covariant components and 
the lower index corresponds to covariant components with respect to the base vectors in initial reference 
configuration. (A more strictly mathematical discussion is given in Appendix A). 
But, the definition of local rotation angel is too strong to be reasonable for large shear deformation, as it 
requires the condition of: 
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This problem can be overcome by redefining the local average rotation angel θ  (from continuity 
consideration we can set 2/πθ < ) as the following[11]: 
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Redefining the local average rotation axis direction tensor ijL
~  as: 
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It is easy to verify that Chen’s S-R additive decomposition theorem can be extended as[11]: 
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Note that when the condition (8) exists (that is to say when 4/πθ ≤ ) there are two forms of Chen’s 
S-R additive decomposition. They represent two possible deformations. There corresponding mechanical 
implication will discussed in next section when it is appropriate. Hereafter, the paper will name them as 
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Chen’s form-one (defined by equation (3)) and Chen’s form-two (defined by equation (11)), respectively. 
This feature makes Chen’s additive decomposition be explicitly used to express pure static deformation and 
elastic-plastic deformation, even to flow motion.  
 
3 Strain Relation Between Additive Decomposition and Polar Decomposition  
Based on Eringen’s polar decomposition theorem[4-6], we have: 
     ikkjikkjij RVURF
~~~~ ==             (15) 
Comparing with Chen’s additive decomposition form-two (11): 
     ikjklkljikklilkjijijij RRSRSRRSF
~])(cos~~[])(cos~~[~~)(cos~ 111 δθδθθ −−− +=+=+=  (16) 
We find that the pseudo-right stretch and pseudo-left stretch tensors are: 
     ijjkikij RSU δθ 1)(cos~~~ −+=            (17) 
     ijkikjij RSV δθ 1)(cos~~~ −+=            (18) 
In form, we can introduce micropolar Lagrangean right-strain ijRightε~  tensor and left-strain tensor 
ij
Leftε~ , respectively defined by pseudo-right stretch and pseudo-left stretch strain tensors[6] ijijijRight U δε −= ~~  
and ijijijLeft V δε −= ~~ .  
Based on the symmetry of ijS
~  tensor, viewing that the pseudo-left stretch tensor corresponds to the 
base vector orientation of initial configuration firstly rotated to current configuration then followed pure 
deformation, and viewing that the pseudo-right stretch tensor corresponds to suffered firstly a pure 
deformation then the base vector orientation of current configuration rotated to initial configuration, we get 
the definition of name strains: 
     ijikjkij RS δθε )1cos
1(~~~ −+=           (19) 
     ijkjkiij RS δθε )1cos
1(~~~ −+=           (20) 
The ijε~ is the name strain defined in the base vector orientation of the initial reference configuration, 
the ijε~ is the name strain defined in the base vector orientation of the current reference configuration. All 
components of tensors are explicitly expressed by the displacement gradient field. Note that they are not 
symmetric tensors, generally.  
Note that for Chen’s form-one, following similar discussion, we have: 
      ikjkij RS=ε              (21) 
     kjkiij RS=ε              (22) 
 The advantage of defining the name strains in such a way is that the name stress field and the name 
strain field are used widely in experiments and most constitutive parameters are calculated by them. From 
theoretical consideration, such a definition of name strain overcomes the ambiguity of strain definition in 
polar decomposition (such as micropolar Lagrangean strain[5-6], Cauchy-Green strain[15]) caused by the 
feature of two-point tensor. In fact, the ambiguity of strain definition in polar decomposition damaged the 
theoretic development and application as they cause many misunderstanding and controversy, even strong 
debate[9-10]. 
 Now we turn to discuss how to express right Cauchy-Green deformation tensor and left Cauchy-Green 
deformation tensor, which are based on Trusedell’s polar decomposition theorem[15].  
 Firstly, we note that the gauge tensor for current configuration is: 
     000 lkkjlikkjllijiij gFFgFgFggg =⋅=⋅= rrrr          (21) 
Hence, when standard Cartesian coordinate system is taken as the initial configuration (that is to set 
ijijjg δ=0 ), the right Cauchy-Green deformation tensor should be defined as[1]: 
     ljliij FFC =              (22) 
Note that in essential sense, this leads the definition of strain in current configuration in different form, as 
the initial gauge field is taken as reference. 
 Then, put Chen’s additive decomposition form-two (11) into it, we get: 
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This equation gives out the explicit expression of right Cauchy-Green deformation tensor under Chen’s 
additive composition. It shows that the local average rotation has significant contribution to Cauchy-Green 
deformation tensor. Therefore, in the multiplicative decomposition[15] (C=FTF=U2, F=RU) the proper 
orthogonal tensor does not represent the intrinsic rotation of material element, as the symmetry of U is a too 
strong mathematic-style requirement.   
 We also find that, when standard Cartesian coordinate system is taken as the initial configuration, the 
positive and symmetric gauge tensor of current configuration is: 
     ijliljljliljliij RSRSSSg δθθ 2cos
1)~~~~(
cos
1~~ +++=        (24) 
Note that it is defined on the current reference configuration. 
 Although based on above discussion, for taking standard Cartesian coordinate system as the co-moving 
coordinator system in initial configuration one will make the explicit expression (23) of right Cauchy-Green 
deformation tensor available by displacement gradient field, the explicit expression of right and left stretch 
tensors (introduced by Trusedell[15]) is not available, as for a positive symmetric tensor the proper orthogonal 
tensor is not unique. This problem has caused a long-lasting problem in the strain calculation and different 
understanding about the real physical meaning of rotation. Guo Zhonghen points out that as the 
Cauchy-Green deformation strain tensor is positive and symmetric, there exists principle axes to express the 
Cauchy-Green deformation strain tensor[12], later he established a “non-compatible theory of deformation”. 
Viewing the local average rotation corresponds to an additive rigid rotation, for physical admissible 
elastic deformation, Chen Zhida suggests using the ijS  in Chen’s decomposition form-one (4) to define the 
elastic strain[9-10]. Based on resent research, to correctly formulate elastic wave phenomena, the strain would 
be defined by ijijF δ− directly[11]. As Chen Z D has augured that, by experimental observation, the relative 
local average rotation and the local stretching are happened in the same time rather than in consequent time 
expressed by polar decomposition. The local average rotation has its significance which is completely 
different with the pure rigid rotation, although it is formed in such a way that it is an orthogonal tensor. To 
make this point clear, let’s consider an infinitesimal deformation: 
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In elastic dynamics, it describes the strain of pure-shear wave. So, the orthogonal tensors in Chen’s additive 
decomposition have intrinsic mechanics meaning. 
 Based on research on the physical meaning of non-symmetric field[11,13-15], to correctly formulate finite 
deformation phenomena, the strain would be defined by ijijF δ− . 
(1) For pure elastic deformation, formulated by Chen’s decomposition form-one, strains are defined as: 
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where, the first one is named as stretch-contraction strain, the second one is named as rotation strain as it 
compares the local variation of base vector produced by deformation. Their addition forms the total strain. 
(2) For plastic deformation, formulated by Chen’s decomposition form-two, name strains are defined 
as: 
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where, the first one is named as stretch-contraction strain, the second one is named as rotation-expansion 
strain as it not only compares the local variation of base vector produced by deformation but also the 
expansion accompanied during deformation. Their addition forms the total strain. 
 It is clear that the above four tensors are two-point tensor. The most significant advantage of defining 
tensor in this way is that they are additive and in linear form (although in essential sense they are not linear 
about displacement gradient field). 
The name strain definition (19) and (20) can be expressed by above definition as (for Chen’s 
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form-two): 
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It can be seen that the local average rotation parameter θ  plays an important role in the name strain 
definition ((19) and (20)) based on Eringen’s polar decomposition theorem. 
For pure elasticity (Chen’s form-one), following similar procedure as for ijε~  and ijε~ , introducing 
name strain ijε  and ijε , we have: 
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Comparing equations (31) and (32) with equations (25) and (26), and comparing equation (29) and (30) 
with equations (27) and (28), we find that the name strains based on Eringen’s polar decomposition theorem 
can be further decomposed as the multiplicative of stretch-contraction name strain and rotation(-expansion) 
name strain adding stretch-contraction name strain. This explains the significant disadvantage of the name 
strains based on Eringen’s polar decomposition. 
 Therefore, for the plastic deformation, the name strain (27) and (28) will be used hereafter in this paper. 
For pure elastic deformation, the strain (25) and (26) will be used hereafter. 
 
4 How to Express Path-dependent Deformation in Plasticity 
In traditional linear elasticity theory, using the name strain definition (25), the deformation energy is 
defined as a scalar: 
     )()( ijijS εΦ=Φ=Φ  
Hence, in pure elasticity, for isotropic material, the elastic name stress tensor can be defined as: 
     )(2 illjljilijllljilijllij δεδεµδλεδµεδλεσ ++=+=       (33) 
For wave motion, it corresponds to P-wave motion. 
 The corresponding isotropic elasticity tensor in mix form[16] is expressed as: 
     kjilklijikjlC δµεδλε 2+=            (34) 
 However, the deformation which meets ijijij RF δ≠= do exist (by definition (3-7) there exist non-null 
deformation gradient). So the ijR  should be included in the definition of deformation energy
[6,9-10]. In fact, 
the above deformation energy definition will require that ijijR δ= , so it requires that the deformation 
gradient is a symmetric tensor or discarding the local average rotation by introducing symmetric strain 
tensor[15]. Therefore, the deformation energy (also depends on the local average rotation of deformation) 
should be defined as the scalar: 
     )()()( ijijijijijijij wRSF +Φ=−+Φ=−Φ==Φ εδδ  
So, the rotation name stress ijτ  will be expressed as: 
     ljilijllij ww δµδλτ 2+=            (35) 
For wave motion, it corresponds to S-wave motion. 
It is easy to verify that the total name stress 
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just is the definition of deformation stress (Cauchy stress) widely used in fluid dynamics, such as in 
Navier-Stokes equations, and seismics. This justifies our stress definition with phenomenological and 
practical soundness.  
As the rotation name strain is not a symmetric tensor, for initial isotropic material, the stress field will 
be not symmetric. The non-symmetry of name stress field has caused strong and long lasting interests. Here 
non-symmetric stress field will be used without further discussion. For clarity to see, we will still follow the 
rule that the upper index represents the initial reference configuration and the lower index represents the 
current reference configuration. 
 Geometrically, for the mix form stress, the lower index defines the surface normal direction, the upper 
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index defines the surface component direction[9-10]. Viewing that the ijg defines the area gauge of the 
coordinator system in current configuration and that the ijg defines the length gauge of the coordinator 
system in current configuration, the mix form stress can be transformed into true stress. 
 The mix form stress can be transformed into the true stress taking base vector in orientation of initial 
configuration as: 
     jlilij gσσ = , jlilij gττ =            (37) 
Or, be transformed into the true stress taking base vector in orientation of current configuration as: 
     illjij gσσ = , illjij gττ =            (38) 
 This topic has been discussed by Chen Z D in detail[9-10]. The main point to understand that the stress is 
defined on surface force, one index related with the actual area of the surface and another index related with 
component direction of the surface force.  
 Now we turn to consider the first loading process. Its deformation path will be named as initial path, 
hereafter. 
For initial isotropic material, initially the first loading process will be pure elastic. As grain rotations do 
exist in metal plasticity[17], we can introduce parameter cθ  to define the maximum allowed elastic local 
average rotation. When cθθ ≥ , the local average rotation will be irreversible. To take the grain rotation into 
consideration, we will use the Chen’s decomposition form-two. 
On the other hand, to describe the initial path, we can take the plastic deformation which is determined 
by the maximum loading as an intermediate reference configuration, which is defined as: 
0
lk
k
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r =           (39) 
The deformation (11), referring to the intermediate plastic reference configuration, will be described as: 
     iiiEjiiPjiEjiijj GgFgFFgFg
rrrrr +=+== 000 )(         (40) 
where: 
     )( ijiEjiEjiEj RSF δ−+=            (41) 
It defines the pure elastic deformation, which is superposed on the plastic deformation. By this definition, 
the deformation is decomposed as the stack of elastic deformation and plastic deformation. 
 The definition equation (40) can be rewritten as: 
     iiejiijiPllEjiiiEjiijj GFGFFGgFgFg
rrrrrr ~])([ 100 =+=+== − δ      (42) 
 Hence, the additive decomposition is readily related with the multiplicative decomposition of elastic 
deformation and plastic deformation, which is widely used in plasticity theory.  
 The advantage of additive decomposition is that the displacement gradient field referring to initial 
configuration can be decomposed as the stack of elastic gradient and plastic gradient. While, the 
multiplicative decomposition views the elastic deformation ( iejF
~ ) be defined on the displacement gradient 
measured on plastic configuration ( ijG ).  In fact, the intrinsic difference between the additive 
decomposition and the multiplicative decomposition is that the former defines elastic deformation along the 
unloading (elastic) path, which takes the plastic configuration as the point of null elastic deformation, and 
the later defines elastic along the initial path, which takes the plastic configuration as present referent 
configuration.  
As for the actual deformation different maximum loading produces different plastic configuration, the 
multiplicative decomposition is more convenient for treating the incremental deformation[16,17] along initial 
path. Physically, the multiplicative composition describes the first-loading deformation path while the 
additive decomposition describes the un-loading deformation path.  
For unloading process, the elastic stress can be given by constitutive equation along unloading path as: 
l
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On the other hand, for the multiplicative decomposition, at each point on the initial path there is a 
corresponding plastic configuration, hence the elastic stress field can be completely described by taking the 
plastic deformation as internal parameter. This forms the classical treatment of plasticity. The key point of 
this treatment is that the deformation is physically continuous while the stress is path-dependent.  
By equation (40) we have: 
i
Pl
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l
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~( δ−=             (44) 
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Hence, we have: 
     kjiPllklekijkPllklekiEj FFFF δδµδδλσ )~(2)~( −+−=        (45) 
On the other hand, by equation (42), for multiplicative decomposition, along the initial path, we have: 
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Note that the λ~ , µ~  are incremental elasticity which depends on the plasticity point and, usually, the 
incremental elasticity is isotropic[18]. 
As the upper index represents the plastic reference configuration, it can be converted into the initial 
reference configuration: 
     kikllejiej G δσσ ~= inmnljmPkkElmjkPllEk GFFFF δδµδλ ])(~2)(~[ 11 −− +=     (47) 
It is clear that this stress is much different with the stress defined by (43). This is the main feature of 
path-dependent deformation. In most case, plastic hardening (or softening) can be defined as: 
     inmnkjmPlmjkPlikjl GFFC δδµδλ ])(~2)(~[~ 11 −− +=         (48) 
This is used to evaluate the maximum loading ability of the plastic material. 
 Introducing the maximum loading point, the two paths meet at this point (yielding point). Hence, we 
have stress condition: iejiEj σσ = , that is: 
     =+ ljiElijlEl FF δµδλ 2 immkkEjimmjkPllEk GFGFF δµδλ ~2)(~ 1 +−      (49) 
and geometric condition: 
     iPllejiPjiEjij FFFFF
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 Studying equation (49), one will find: 
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For isotropic plasticity, let: ij
P
i
PjF δθcos
1= , we have: λθλ ⋅= Pcos~ , µθµ ⋅= Pcos~ . It shows that for 
multiplicative elasticity and plasticity, the incremental elasticity not only tends to be small but also 
dependents on the plasticity. This is the most significant disadvantage of such a kind of plastic theory. To 
overcome this theoretic problem, we need to introduce the intrinsic definition of Chen’s strain definition as 
the next section will shows.  
 
5 Formulating Plasticity in Intrinsic Frame 
 For plastic deformation, formulated by Chen’s decomposition form-two, at the maximum loading 
point, the name strains are defined as: 
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If we rewrite it as: 
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Then an artificial deformation can be introduced to describe plasticity. To this purpose, let us consider the 
case when the loading is removed. As when the loading is removed, the stretching stress is zero, we have: 
     0)~~)(1
cos
1()(
2
1~ =+−−+= ijkjikPTj
i
j
ii
Pj LLuuS δθ       (53) 
That is to say, after the maximum loading, the irreversible displacement gradient is completely 
attributed to the irreversible local average rotation. 
Hence, for unloading from the maximum loading point, the name stress variant will be: 
     ijijllij ss µδλσ 2+=∆             (54) 
It forms a natural description for the unloading-path deformation. 
On this sense, the plastic deformation is defined as: 
     ijijijiPj RwF
~
cos
1~
θδ =+=            (55) 
Based on above research, during the reloading process, once the deformation reaches the level of the 
maximum loading, the deformation will follow the initial path. The classical plastic name stress will be: 
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     ijijijijlliPj Rww
~
cos
2)1
cos
1(5~2~ θ
µδθλµδλσ +−=+=       (56) 
 So, the classical plastic name stress can be determined by the three parameters which describe the 
plastic deformation. 
Now, we consider the reloading path which follows the elastic path before it reaches the maximum 
loading point. Here, the incremental elasticity[18] will be determined by equation (51) in form: 
λθλ ⋅= Pcos~ , µθµ ⋅= Pcos~           (57) 
 Hence, when the maximum elasticity range ijs  is given by engineering consideration, the classical 
maximum loading stress ijP  can be approximated along the initial loading path as: 
     ijijijijllij RssP
~
cos
2)1
cos
1(5)(cos θ
µδθλµδλθ +−++⋅=      (58) 
 On the other hand, when the maximum elasticity range ijs  is given, the classical maximum loading 
stress ijP  can be calculated along the unloading (reloading) path directly as: 
     ijijllij ssP µδλ +=             (59) 
 Finally, we get the relationship equation between the required plastic deformation and the un-required 
elastic recovery as: 
     ijijijijll Rss
~
cos
2)1
cos
1(5)()cos1( θ
µδθλµδλθ +−=+⋅−      (60) 
 Based on this equation, when the required plastic deformation is given, for the known material 
elasticity ),( µλ , the elastic deformation range ijs  is determined. Consequently, the maximum loading 
stress is determined also by equations (58) or (59). 
Therefore, by introducing an equivalent plastic deformation, the unloading path will get a natural 
description. In this way, the rotation stress will take the position of plastic stress (although it is introduced as 
the maximum loading stress). 
Examining the equation (55), it will require that the plastic configuration gauge is isotropic. 
Mathematically, it is related with a conformal transformation defined by: 
0
2
00
cos
1
ijk
k
Pjl
l
Piij ggFgFG θ=⋅=
rr           (59) 
 So, a broad class of plasticity can be described by this theoretic frame. 
 When the plasticity configuration is given, the equation (55) can be used to determine three 
independent parameters (needed for defining the rotation tensor) and, hence to determine the required 
maximum loading field by equations (58-60). 
 The main point in above formulation is to introduce the local average rotation as the irreversible 
deformation and based on the engineering strain definition to show that the Chen’s strain definition contains 
the plasticity naturally, so the stress will naturally represent the path-dependent feature. For such an intrinsic 
formulation, only original elastic constants are needed to describe the whole process. In fact, for Chen’s 
strain definition, the unloading process will lead to a special strain field ( 0=ijσ ) 0~ =ijS , it will naturally 
introduce plasticity as the engineering (classical) strain is defined as:  )(
2
1 T
j
i
j
i
ij uu +=ε .  
 
6 Motion Equation of Deformation 
For the displacement field defined in the initial co-moving dragging coordinator system, the 
displacement or rotation of continuum as a rigid whole body has no contribution to the intrinsic deformation. 
So we only consider the conservation related with deformation. In the co-moving dragging coordinator 
system, the linear momentum conservation can be expressed in integral form as:  
∫∫ =Ω∂∂∂∂ Ω S
li
l
i
dand
t
U
t
σρ )(            (60) 
where, ln represent the unit normal vector of outside surface, ρ is mass density at current configuration, 
Ωd , da  represent the integration is taken at current configuration. 
 Based on Stokes Law, it is easy to find the differential form of linear momentum conservation: 
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   )()(
t
U
t
i
l
i
l ∂
∂
∂
∂= ρσ              (61) 
 In the co-moving dragging coordinator system, the angular momentum conservation can be expressed 
in integral form as: 
   ∫∫ ×+=Ω×+∂∂ Ω S datURdVURt
rvrrrr
)()()( ρ          (62) 
where, 
t
UV
i
i
∂
∂= , Rr  is the initial position vector, Ur is the displacement vector, lljj nt σ= , ln  is the 
unit tangent vector of outside surface. 
 Note that ijj
ii
j UF δ+= , introducing extended Kronecker ijke , the equation can be expressed as: 
    ∫
Ω
Ω∂
∂+ dV
t
UReg kjjijk )()(
0 ρ Ω+= ∫
Ω
dUReg
m
m
k
jj
ijk ])[(
0 σ     (63) 
that is: 
    ∫
Ω
Ω∂
∂+ dV
t
UReg kjjijk )()(
0 ρ ∫∫
ΩΩ
Ω++Ω= dURegdFeg
m
m
k
jj
ijk
m
k
j
mijk )()(
00 σσ  (64) 
where, 00 det ijgg = 。Note that the velocity in initial configuration can be converted into velocity in current 
configuration as bellow: 
    kjkijijijiii gFgVggVgV
vrr 0000 ==            (65) 
Hence, the differential form of angular momentum conservation is: 
    ])[()( 0 ljil
i
i
i
j Fgt
U
t ∂
∂
∂
∂= ρσ            (66) 
    0=lkjlijk Fe σ               (67) 
 Therefore, the motion equation of deformation expressed by displacement field iU is: 
   )()(
t
U
t
i
l
i
l ∂
∂
∂
∂= ρσ              (68-1) 
   ])[()( 0 ljil
i
i
i
j Fgt
U
t ∂
∂
∂
∂= ρσ            (68-2) 
   0=lkjlijk Fe σ               (68-3) 
 For large deformation, as the lower index of stress represents its component in current configuration, so 
the equation (69-2) is related with the velocity in current configuration. 
 If local average rotation is not considered, that is for the deformation: 
    ijijij SF δ+=               (69) 
The equation (68-3) will be met by a symmetric stress ijσ . If the stress ijσ  is symmetric, the equation 
(68-3) will require that the deformation ijF  must be symmetric. However, this can be true only for static 
deformation. Where, the static motion equations are: 
   0)( =
l
i
lσ                (70-1) 
   0)( =
i
i
jσ                (70-2) 
   0=lkjlijk Fe σ               (70-3) 
 So, even for large deformation, the static stress must be symmetric, and hence, the static deformation 
must be symmetric. The conclusion is that the static mechanics of traditional deformation theory is correct. 
However, for dynamic deformation, it is correct only for infinitesimal deformation.  
In classical infinitesimal deformation mechanics, ijijF δ≈ , so the motion equation (68) can be 
approximated as: 
   )()(
t
U
t
i
l
i
l ∂
∂
∂
∂= ρσ              (71-1) 
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j gt
U
t ∂
∂
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∂= ρσ             (71-2) 
   0=lkjlijk Fe σ               (71-3) 
 In standard rectangular initial co-moving dragging coordinator system, it becomes: 
   )()(
t
U
t
i
l
i
l ∂
∂
∂
∂= ρσ              (72-1) 
   )()( ij
i
i
i
j t
U
t
δρσ ∂
∂
∂
∂=             (72-2) 
   0=lkjlijk Fe σ               (72-3) 
It is same as the traditional form, when the difference between initial configuration and current 
configuration is ignored. That is they can be written as: 
    )(
t
U
tx
i
j
ij
∂
∂
∂
∂=∂
∂ ρσ              (73-1) 
    klklijjiij C εσσ ==              (73-2) 
    )(
2
1
i
j
j
i
ij x
U
x
U
∂
∂+∂
∂=ε             (73-3) 
 In fact, the equation (73) forms the bases of traditional elasticity theory. 
 To extend the traditional form (73) to large deformation, unfortunately, it was believed that the strain 
and stress should be rank-two symmetric co-variant tensor. Although Truessdell introduced two-point tensor 
to explain the feature of deformation gradient tensor, most of large deformation mechanics theory were 
based on extending the equation (73) under the condition of so-called covariant feature of strain and stress 
tensor[19-21]. Based on this research, the equation (73) is a too limited special case and, hence, can not be used 
as the rational bases for large deformation theory. This problem has attacked by different researchers from 
different view-points. 
 However, for large deformation, based on equation (68), the stress must mot be symmetric for dynamic 
deformation as the following equation must be met. 
    )]()[()( 0 ljljil
i
i
Ti
j
i
j Fgt
U
t
δρσσ −∂
∂
∂
∂=−          (74) 
 Traditionally, this problem is addressed by non-linear elasticity theory where the elastic constants 
depend on stress or train, at the same time equation (73) are maintained. This research shows that such a 
way is only an approximation. The most significant shortage is the stress (or train) dependent elasticity 
parameters. This can not be made by a physical soundness interpretation. 
 For Chen’s form-one, there are two typical deformations will be studded in the following sections. One 
is pure stretching deformation defined as: ijijij SF δ+= , the motion equation is: 
)()ˆ(
t
U
t
i
P
l
i
l ∂
∂
∂
∂= ρσ              (75-1) 
)]()[()ˆ( 0 lj
l
jil
i
P
i
i
j Sgt
U
t
δρσ +∂
∂
∂
∂=           (75-2) 
0ˆ)( =+ lkjljlijk Se σδ              (75-3) 
It corresponds to a pure P-wave motion. lk
ik
jl
i
j SE=σˆ . The existence of non-symmetric stress means that the 
strong P-wave motion will produce S-wave. As an approximation, if the S-wave displacement is ignored, to make 
the equation meaningful, anisotropic elasticity parameters can be introduced. As there are nine independent 
equations, the three displacement and six strain component are solvable for a given elasticity constants. That is to 
say, this equation is in closed-form.  
 Another one is pure orthogonal local rotation, defined as: 0, == ijijij SRF , the motion equation is: 
  )()~(
t
U
t
i
S
l
i
l ∂
∂
∂
∂= ρσ              (76-1) 
])[()~( 0 ljil
i
S
i
i
j Rgt
U
t ∂
∂
∂
∂= ρσ            (76-2) 
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0~ =lkjlijk Re σ               (76-3) 
It corresponds to a pure S-wave motion. )(~ lk
l
k
ik
jl
i
j RE δσ −= . As 0=ijS  means that: 
    kj
i
k
T
j
i
j
i LLUU )cos1()(
2
1 Θ−=+           (77) 
So, the S-wave will produce P-wave motion. The most impotent feature is that two independent S-wave motion 
can exist as the equation (76-1) and (76-2) represent two different phase velocity of S-wave. This phenomenon 
has been observed and is named as Shear Wave Splitting by Stuart Crampin (Prof., Edinburgh University)[22-24]. 
For S-wave motion, the equation (76-3) means the elasticity constant tensor must be invariant under orthogonal 
rotation. It implies that for some special direction, if the elasticity constant tensor is invariant under orthogonal 
rotation, the S-wave cannot exist (or say propagate) in theses directions (named as S-wave inhibit direction in 
available document). This topic has been addressed by several researchers. 
 As the equation (76-3) set limits on the elasticity constants, it is trivial one. The six equations (76-1) and 
(76-2) can used to solve the three displacement and three independent parameters of orthogonal rotation. Hence, 
the equation is in close-form. 
 By Chen’s form-two, there exists a new wave type, here named it as cracking wave. It is defined by the 
deformation: 0,
cos
1 == ijijij SRF θ . For such a deformation, the motion equation is: 
  )()~(
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t
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S
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l ∂
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∂= ρσ              (78-1) 
])(
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1[)~( 0 ljil
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i
j Rgt
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t ∂
∂
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∂= ρθσ           (78-2) 
0~ =lkjlijk Re σ               (78-3) 
Where, )
cos
1(~ lk
l
k
ik
jl
i
j RE δθσ −= . Similar with the S-wave motion, the equation (78-3) sets limits on the 
elasticity constant tensor, so there exists inhibit direction for cracking wave. For a fixed θ , the difference from 
S-wave is that the cracking wave speed is bigger than the S-wave speed. Further more, the bigger the θ  is, the 
fast the wave speed is. Hence, the cracking wave speed lay in a wide range from S-wave speed to infinite 
(theoretically). The existence of inhibit direction for cracking wave means that by carefully setting the elasticity 
constants a reliable non-destructive direction can be made. This has important application in industry. 
 
7 Fatigue Evolution of Pure Stretching Deformation 
 At high symmetry stress level, the deformation can be approximated by symmetric pure stretching 
deformation. That is: 
    ijijij SF δ+≈               (79) 
Its motion equation (75) can be written as: 
    )()ˆˆ( ij
i
i
Ti
j
i
j St
U
t ∂
∂
∂
∂=− ρσσ            (80)  
    )]2)([()ˆˆ( ijij
i
i
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j
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U
t
δρσσ +∂
∂
∂
∂=+          (81)  
 For infinitesimal rotation deformation, the asymmetric stress is: 
    )()ˆˆ( T
j
i
j
iTi
j
i
j
i
j
anti UU −=−= µσσσ          (82) 
Suppose that the displacement field is harmonic: 
    )cos(0 tUU ii ω⋅=              (83) 
where, the lower index 0 means the amplitude of displacement motion, ω is the frequency of harmonic 
motion. Note that the stress and strain will have the same harmonic form. Hence, putting equation (83) into 
equation (80), it is found that: 
   i ji
i
T
k
l
k
l
ik
jl
i
Ti
j
i
j SUtx
U
x
UE 00
2 )2cos()]([)ˆˆ( ⋅−=∂
∂−∂
∂=− ωρωσσ     (84)  
Combining with equation (82), it becomes: 
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00 ωµ
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Note that for Chen’s form-one, )(
sin2
1 T
j
i
j
ii
j uuL −Θ= , putting this definition into above equation, one 
will get: 
    j
ll
i
ji x
UU
tL
x
t ∂
∂⋅−≈⋅Θ∂
∂⋅ )()2cos()(sin)cos( 00
2
ωµ
ρωω       (86) 
 For a given harmonic displacement deformation, this equation can be used to determine the 
infinitesimal rotation deformation. In mechanic dynamics, this equation can be used to explain the self-cite 
vibration or noise related with dynamic deformation body. Note that ijL  only has two independent 
components. So, only three independent parameters are to be determined, they are Θ and ijL . 
 Its typical solution is in form: 
    CUUtLt llij +⋅−≈⋅Θ⋅ )()2cos()(sin)cos( 00
2
ωµ
ρωω        (87) 
The existence of a time related global parameter C  means that, after a finite time of deformation, even the 
displacement field is zero, there is a time related residual local average rotation, which should be determined 
by initial and boundary conditions.  
 This gives the theoretic interpretation for the fatigue-cracking phenomenon in mechanical engineering. 
Note that the frequency in right side of equation (86) is two times of the frequency in left side of it. Further 
more, the left side and the right side are not in-phase. Hence it means that for a general dynamic process the 
equation (80) is a highly non-linear equation.   
 The equation (81) can be approximated as: 
    )()ˆˆ(
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1 i
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i
i
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j
i
j t
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t
δρσσ ∂
∂
∂
∂=+           (88) 
So, for average symmetry stress, the classical motion equation is a good approximation. When the 
maximum symmetry deformation is obtained by this equation, with suitable initial or boundary condition, 
the equation (86) can be used to obtain the residual local rotation. Hence, get a fatigue solution. 
 Putting equation (83) into it, one gets: 
    )()ˆˆ(
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1 i
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i
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j t
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t
δρσσ ∂
∂
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∂=+  
  
To make this equation be correct, the average strain should be modified by residual local average rotation: 
    kjik
T
j
i
j
ii
j LLUUS )cos1()(2
1 Θ−−+=          (89) 
The average stress should be defined as: 
    mklmikjl
T
k
l
k
lik
jl
l
k
ik
jl
i
j LLEUUESE )cos1()(2
1 Θ−−+==σ      (90) 
 It can be concluded that the residual local average rotation will make the average stress decrease. 
 After a long dynamic process, when the continuum returns to zero stress state: 0=ijσ , by equation 
(90), one will get: 0=ijS , that means: 
    kjik
T
j
i
j
i LLUU )cos1()(
2
1 Θ−=+           (91) 
hence, the fatigue-cracking effect can be defined by: 
    kjikiPj LL)cos1( Θ−=ε             (92) 
Its macro-phenomenon can be explained as residual plastic deformation.  
 Geometrically, when 2/π→Θ , such a deformation is physical impossible. That means it is the absolute 
destruction of the continuum. In fact, for a given material, there exists a critical criticalΘ , which is determined by 
the intrinsic feature of material. When: 
     criticalΘ≥Θ               (93) 
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the material will be destructive. So, the maximum strain load of the material can be estimated as: 
    kj
i
kCritical
T
j
i
j
ii
j
Max LLUU )cos1()(
2
1 Θ−≈+=ε        (94) 
 Note that, for the evolution of pure stretching deformation, the residual local average rotation is not 
anisotropic in general case. When a fatigue-cracking effect happened along a direction, such a direction will 
become the profound direction for the further development of fatigue-cracking effect, until the material 
cracked plane appeared. The normal of material cracked plane just is the local rotation axe. After the 
cracking, the material will flow locally. This topic will be addressed in later sections. 
 In classical treatment of material fatigue-cracking effect, effective elastic constants are introduced to 
describe its effects on stress-strain relationship[25]. Here, the research gives a clear causal formulation.  
 
8 Fatigue Evolutions for Pure Rotational Deformation 
 In low symmetry stress level, the deformation can be approximated by pure rotation deformation. That 
is: 
    ijij RF ≈                (95) 
 For such a kind of deformation, the current gauge filed is same as the initial gauge field as 
ij
l
j
l
iij RRg δ==  holds. In dynamic case, the motion equation is: 
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0~ =lkjlijk Re σ               (96-3) 
The third equation requires that: 
    ijij Rµσ 2~ =               (97) 
For an initial isotropic material, the constitutive equation is: 
    )(2)3(~ ijijijllij RR δµδλσ −+−=           (98) 
That is: 
    ijijllR µδδλ 2)3( =−              (99) 
As the equation (5) gives out: 
    )cos1(2)cos1(3 Θ−=Θ−=− liilll LLR          (100) 
Hence one gets: 
    λµ ⋅Θ−= )cos1(              (101) 
For an infinitesimal rotation: 
)cos(0 tω⋅Θ=Θ              (102) 
The effective dynamic shear constant is: 
   )(cos
2
)cos1( 220 tωλλµ ⋅Θ≈⋅Θ−=           (103) 
So, for pure rotation deformation, the effective is rotation angular dependent. In this case, the 
traditional symmetry strain and stress are, respectively 
   kjik
T
j
i
j
ii
j LLUU )cos1()(2
1 Θ−=+=ε          (104) 
   ][)cos1(2 kjikijij LLµλδσ +⋅Θ−=           (105) 
Combining with equation (103), one gets: 
    ij
k
j
i
k
i
j
i
j LL δλδλσ ⋅Θ−≈Θ−+⋅Θ−≈ )cos1(2])cos1([)cos1(2      (106) 
It shows that the dynamic process of pure rotation deformation will cause fatigue deformation also, but such a 
deformation cannot be observable in macro point as the gauge field has no variation. 
 The existence of such a kind of fatigue during pure rotational deformation can be approximated by the 
concept of residual stress. The larger the maximum rotation angular is, the larger the residual stress is. 
 Such a stress behaves as a positive pressure, which is an outward direction isotropic stress. 
 Note that when equation (97) holds, the motion equation be approximated as: 
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Where, the rotational stress (97) is used. Three parameters of rotation tensor and three displacements are to 
be determined. The equation is in close form. When the maximum local rotation solution is obtained, the 
equation (104) and (105) give out the fatigue solution. 
 From its very small shear constant, it can be conclude that such a material is shear-soft initially, and 
after long time duration of rotational deformation, the material will becomes harder to be sheared. This 
feature is significant when the rotation is large. 
 
9 Cracking Evolution Condition 
 Generally, for infinitesimal deformation, the deformation is elastic. When the stress is large enough, 
plastic deformation will appear. When the dynamic process is long acting on the material, the fatigue will 
happen. So, there is a intrinsic parameter cΘ  to express the critical local rotation angular of material. This 
section will develop the related evolution equations for cracking. 
 When the local average rotation angular is bigger than the critical angular of material, the deformation 
gradient will take the Chen’s form-two, that is: 
    ijijij RSF
~)(cos~ 1−+= θ             (11) 
 When cracking happens, the intrinsic stress will be zero, that make the stretching strain becomes zero. 
In this case, the deformation can be approximated as: 
    ijij RF
~)(cos 1−= θ              (108) 
Hence, the current gauge field will be: 
    02)(cos ijij gg −= θ              (109) 
Therefore, the cracking of material behaves as isotropic expansion. This expansion phenomenon during 
cracking is well reported by a lot of experiments. 
 At the critical cracking point, the deformation can be decomposed in two forms. They must be the 
same. Hence, the following condition must be met: 
    kjikcijkjik LLLL )cos1()
~~)(1
cos
1( Θ−=+− δθ         (110) 
 Note that from equation (9), there is a relation between the two local rotation angular: 
    cΘ+=− 22 sin1)(cosθ             (111) 
 The equations (110) and (111) determine the cracking condition in deformation gradient form. 
 When the Chen’s form-one is known, for a given critical rotation angular, the cracking behavior is 
analytically solvable. For the inverse problem, when the cracking parameters are measured, the equation can 
be used to get the local rotation before the cracking happened. 
 There is a striking conclusion that the rotation axe of cracking is always different from the rotation axe 
of deformation before cracking.  
 Geometrically, no matter what material is, the absolute cracking will happens if 2/π=Θ . In such a 
cracking process, 
    2sin1)(cos 22 =Θ+=− cθ            (112) 
That gives a solution: 
     4/πθ ±=c              (113) 
 Such a kind of cracking forms a new gauge field: 02 ijij gg = , geometrically, it exhibits as two 
orthogonal planes its normal have an angular 4/π  with the principle stress axe as the principle axes have 
an complete ( 2/π=Θ ) orthogonal rotation. 
 This sets a limit for the deformation of continuum: 
     4/4/ πθπ ≤≤− c             (114) 
This condition corresponds to condition in Chen’s form-one: 
     2/2/ ππ ≤Θ≤−             (115) 
Only within this condition, the continuum deformation is elastic, plastic, or a more complicated form. If this 
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condition does not be met again, the deformation becomes flow, which will soon be studied in next section. 
 Generally, for most kind of material the critical angular of material is less than 2/π , so we conclude 
that for general case, the local rotation angular at the cracking point cθ  is less than 4/π . In this case, the 
cracking planes will form angular cθ2  , and cθπ 2− . For many rock materials, a 3/πθ =c  cracking is 
observed. For this case, the cΘ is )3/3arcsin( , it is bigger than 6/π . 
 For these two typical cracking cases, the shear constant after cracking evolution are: 
     λλµ )3/21()cos1( −=⋅Θ−= , for 6/π=Θ c  
     λλµ )2/21()cos1( −=⋅Θ−= , for 4/π=Θ c  
     λλµ =⋅Θ−= )cos1( , for 2/π=Θ c  
Therefore, after cracking, the shear constant in static state will be completely determined by the material 
critical angular and its initial stretching parameter λ . 
 Now, we turn to study the stress condition for cracking evolution. To this purpose, it should be point 
out that no matter what kind of deformation, it is the dynamic motion equations control the process before 
the cracking happened. As the dynamic process of deformation always require the asymmetry stress do exist, 
one can say even the deformation is symmetric, the requirement of dynamic motion will ask a local rotation. 
Hence, it should not be surprised that stress condition of cracking can be always be formulated with local 
rotation angular parameters. 
 At the cracking point, the classical strain is: 
     kjikc
T
j
i
j
ii
j LLUU )cos1()(2
1 Θ−=+=ε        (116) 
The classical stress is: 
     mklmcikjllkikjlij LLEE )cos1( Θ−== εσ          (117) 
Define the yield stress as: 
     mklmcikjlS E δδσ )cos1( Θ−=           (118) 
Then the yield condition becomes: 
     mklmSij LLσσ =              (119) 
 In principle stress space, it forms a sphere which is named as stress-sphere in classical yield theory. To 
make its relation with Tresca condition, Mises condition, and other forms of yield conditions[3,25] clear, it is 
appropriate to give a simple example. 
 Without lose of generality, consider the case of rotation axe is along 3x  coordinator: 
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It is easy to find out that, for such a case: 
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001
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−
=−= ijikjkkjik LLLL δδ         (121) 
Hence, for initial isotropic material: 
     
000
010
001
S
i
j σσ −=             (122) 
It is equivalent to yield condition: 
     Sσσσ =− 31 , or Sσσσ =− 32          (123) 
 Therefore the yield condition (119) can be generalized as a form similar with classical mechanics:  
     mjimSij LLσσ ≤             (124) 
 Recalling the discussion about plasticity and the conclusion about the symmetry of static stress, for a 
given material, as the parameters µλσ ,,S  are known, the plastic deformation can be calculated by 
equations (116) and (118).  
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For general material, the yield stress is not a constant but stress dependent. Metal, rock, and so-called 
non-linear behavior material are such a kind of continuum. This is easy to understand as the effects of 
temperature are not taken in above discussion. In this case, as the ijij SS
~=  for two forms of Chen’s 
decomposition and both forms must meet the motion equations (68), by combing the two sets of motion 
equations, after subtracting algebra operation between corresponding equations, it is easy to get that the 
motion equations for the six rotation parameters and the six components of yield stress are: 
     0)~( =∆
j
i
jσ             (125-1) 
     0)~( =∆
i
i
jσ             (125-2) 
     0)~
cos
1( =− lkSjljlijk RRe σθ          (125-3) 
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jl
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~~)1
cos
1()cos1( −=Θ−= θσ      (125-4) 
Note that at the cracking point, where: 
)~
cos
1(~ lk
l
k
ik
jl
i
j RRE −=∆ θσ          (126) 
For related tensors, please see equations (3-12). 
 In fact, equations (125) give the evolution equation for cracking.  
 
10 Evolution from Cracking to Flow 
 After cracking or fatigue, there is local irreversible deformation. The material still forms continuum. 
However, the deformation from Chen’s form-one becomes Chen’s form-two.  
     ijijij RSF
~)(cos~ 1−+= θ           (11) 
 The motion equation becomes: 
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∂= ρσ            (127-1) 
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    0=lkjlijk Fe σ             (127-3) 
where, )( lklkikjlij FE δσ −= . 
 For a flow problem, the intrinsic stretching strain ijS
~  is required to be zero. So, the flow is viewed as 
pure intrinsic local rotation, here. Physically, it means that the flow material element has no intrinsic 
stretching, although there still is non-zero displacement, as: 
     )~~)(1
cos
1()(
2
1 i
j
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j
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k
T
j
i
j
ii
j LLuu δθε +−=+=       (128) 
 Comparing with pure rotation in Chen’s form-one, this kind of flow should be named as macro-flow, 
while the pure rotation of Chen’s form-one should be named as micro-flow. The difference between them is 
that the Chen’s form-one pure rotation has no gauge variation, but the Chen’s form-two pure rotation do 
have gauge variation. 
 When the initial co-moving dragging coordinator system is taken to be the standard rectangular 
coordinator system, the motion equation can be rewritten as: 
    )()(
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∂
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∂= ρσ            (127-1) 
    )~
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j Rt
U
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∂
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∂= θρσ          (127-2) 
    0~ =lkjlijk Re σ             (127-3) 
where, )~
cos
1( lk
l
k
ik
jl
i
j RE δθσ −= . 
 Firstly, it should point out that for: 
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It is easy to find out that, for such a case: 
     ijikjkkjik LLLL δδ −= ~~~~            (129) 
Let: ii LL
~~ = , the classical macro flow motion strain becomes: 
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For the case: 1~3 =L , 0~~ 21 == LL , the only non-zero classical strain component is: 
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1()(
2
1
3
3
3
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3 −=+= θε
TUU         (131) 
It means that the continuum is expanding a long 3x  direction. Here, it will be called intrinsic flow along  
3x  direction. For such a special macro-flow, the 3U  is the only one displacement component. In this case, 
one has: 
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For initial isotropic simple material, the stress is: 
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Hence, the motion equation becomes: 
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The equation (135-1) and (135-4) can be met only when: 
     D
t
U =∂
∂−
3
)1
cos
1( θρ           (136) 
Where, D is a constant. For such a case, if ρ  is time-dependent, θ  is time-dependent also. Therefore, 
when the local rotation angular θ  is constant the material element has constant linear momentum. That 
means the material will fly away from its original position. This is the common phenomenon during 
cracking experiments. Once the material goes away, the continuum forms macro-cracks. Then this equation 
describes the development of cracking tip motion. Recalling that the critical angular is determined by 
material feature, it is easy to understand this point.  
It shows that, for such a kind of flow, the momentum of flow along the local rotation direction and the 
local rotation angular forms invariant with time. This is a very important result to understand the cracking 
development phenomenon. The parameter should be an intrinsic feature of material, from physical 
consideration. 
For such a kind of constant flow, that is cracking-tip development, the local rotation angular meets: 
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 In fracture mechanics, this flow corresponds to the development of cracking. For a dynamic cracking 
process, the local rotation angular varies with time and location. Hence, the equation (137-3) will determine 
the traveling speed of cracking-tip along rotation axe 3x  direction. For this purpose, rewritten equation 
(137-3) as: 
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232 )cos1(cos
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 It is a highly non-linear wave equation. For a fixed θ , the phase velocity of its perturbation solution is: 
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θµλ
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2
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)cos1)(2(
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For the cracking-tip, as D is positive, the angular wave is radiated from the tip. For the far away point from 
tip, as D is negative, the angular wave travels toward the cracking-tip.  
 For the tip-point, by equation (136), the velocity can be rewritten as: 
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where: 
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µλ 22 +=PV , θ
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and PV is the P-wave velocity of material. Therefore, the tip wave velocity is determined by intrinsic 
parameters of material.  
 For more general case, it is valuable to form an invariant as: 
     23 Ptip VVV β−=⋅            (141) 
This equation well explains the tip wave in fracture mechanics and experiment of cracking development. 
 The equation (137-1) and (137-2) show that for constant flow the intrinsic rotation angular variants on 
the normal plane of flow direction. In fluid mechanics, it is called vortex flow. They can be transformed into 
plane Poisson’s equation forms: 
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 They show that both θ  and θcos  are related with a potential function. Their gradient fields are 
conservative field. So, only a narrow family of θ  solution function can meets the equation (142), that 
means the local rotation at cracking-tip point is very deterministic rather than a random process.. 
  As the only one non-zero classical strain component is: 
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By equation (142-2), it is easy to get: 
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For cracking deformation along 3x direction, as 
3
3
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1
ε+=g , it can be rewritten as: 
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It shows that the square of current area gauge meets Poisson’s equation on cracking plane. This 
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phenomenon has well observed in experiment, but not well formulated.  
 Finally, it is concluded that the cracking-tip behaves as a radiating wave along its local rotation 
direction and behaves as a conservative filed on the cracking plane. 
 Many results and conclusions mentioned above are completely new and important progressive. They can 
be checked by new experiment, say new because the related theoretic results have been compared with the 
formulated results available usually in common documents. 
 
11 Summary and Conclusion 
 Firstly, the explicit expressions of strain definition in well-known non-linear large deformation theories 
are obtained by Chen’s additive decomposition of displacement gradient. Based on the forms of strain 
definition, the geometrical aspects between polar-decomposition and additive-decomposition are discussed. 
After a comparison, the dis-advantage and advantage for different strain definition becomes clear. The 
research, there after, introduces the Chen’s strains which have two forms, one is based on Chen’s form-one 
describing pure elastic deformation, one is based on Chen’s form-two describing plastic deformation. 
 Secondly, it shows that the path-dependency of plastic deformation can be naturally expressed by the 
stress defined on Chen’s form-two strain definition. Therefore, the research goes to develop the motion 
equation of large deformation. The research finds that the classical static motion equation is correct and the 
static stress and strain must be symmetric. However, for dynamic deformation, the classical motion equation 
only meets linear momentum conservation. As the angular momentum conservation is mist in the classical 
motion equation, the classical dynamic theory of deformation is only an infinitesimal approximation. It is 
not correct even for infinitesimal deformation if the time duration is long enough that the fatigue appears in 
material. By this discussion, the value of motion equation gotten in this research is well praised. 
 Thirdly, based the motion equation, the fatigue problem of material is discussed by dynamic motion 
equation. The contradiction between static symmetry and dynamic non-symmetry makes the existence of 
fatigue. The research explicitly formulates the fatigue development equations for two typical cases: fatigue 
caused by pure stretching deformation action, and fatigue caused by pure rotation deformation action. These 
results can be directly checked by experiments and observation. Hence, it is testable. 
 Generally, the deformation of continuum will be initially elastic, so it follows Chen’s form-one. No 
matter what kind of cause, when the local rotation angular reaches a critical value, which is an intrinsic 
parameter of material, the deformation has two decomposition forms. This feature is used to discuss the 
cracking condition equation. It shows that the yield fracture conditions of different forms in classical 
mechanics can be naturally explained by the cracking condition equation gotten by this research. More 
important is that the research gives the cracking condition equation in closed-form, so the fracture problem 
can be solved exactly by cracking deformation equations. These results can be directly checked by 
experiments and observation. 
 For the damaged or cracked continuum, the deformation is completely described Chen’s form-two. The 
research develops the related cracking-tip motion equations. Without lose of generality, the research studies 
a special case where one coordinator is taken as the axe of local rotation direction. The results show that the 
local rotation angular and its cosine-function meet Poisson’s equation on cracking plane. It also shows that 
the square of area gauge along the rotation direction meets Poisson’s equation on the cracking plane. The 
research shows that the cracking-tip motion equation along the rotation axe is a highly non-linear wave 
equation. Its perturbation wave speed is obtained. It is founded that the tip wave speed is completely 
determined by material feature and the linear momentum at cracking-tip. In fact, the research shows that the 
local rotation angular and the cracking-tip linear momentum form an invariant for a given material. The 
displacement component along the rotation axe behaves as a flow. These results can be directly checked by 
experiments and observation. 
 Therefore, the research expresses the mechanics of continuum deformation evolution from elastic 
deformation, through fatigue or plastic deformation, after cracking, to cracking-tip development, and finally 
does to flow motion. It forms a unified finite deformation mechanics theory for wide range of deformation 
type. Not only many old problems on theory be solved, but also many new results, ready applicable for 
fatigue, fracture, and cracking development, be gotten. It is believed that the new theoretic results will 
promote our research on the non-classical deformation, especially the so-called non-linear mechanics of 
continuum. 
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Appendix A  Mathematic Feature of Deformation Tensor 
 For continuum, each material point can be parameterized with continuous coordinators 3,2,1, =ix i . 
When the coordinators are fixed for each material point no matter what motion or deformation happens, the 
covariant gauge field ijg  at time t  will define the configuration in the time. The continuous coordinators 
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endowed with the gauge field tensor define a co-moving dragging coordinator system. 
 The initial configuration gauge 0ijg  defines a distance geometric invariant: 
    jiij dxdxgds 020 =              (A-1) 
The symmetry and positive feature of gauge tensor insures that there exist three initial covariant base vectors 
0
ig
r  make: 
    000 jiij ggg
rr ⋅=               (A-2) 
For current configuration, three current covariant base vectors ig
r  exist which make: 
    jiij ggg
rr ⋅=               (A-3) 
The current distance geometric invariant is: 
    jiij dxdxgds =2              (A-4) 
 For each material point, there exists a local transformation ijF , which relates the current covariant base 
vectors with initial covariant base vectors: 
    0jjii gFg
rr =               (A-5) 
So, the current covariant gauge tensor can be expressed as: 
    0klljkiij gFFg =               (A-6) 
 In Riemann geometry, contra-variant gauge tensor ijg , ijg 0  can be introduced, which meets 
condition: 
    ijjlil gg δ= , ijjlil gg δ=00            (A-7) 
Similarly, contra-variant base vectors igr , ig 0r  can be introduced for current configuration and initial 
configuration respectively. Mathematically, there are: 
    jiij ggg rr ⋅= , jiij ggg 000 rr ⋅=            (A-8) 
There exists a local transformation ijG , which relates the contra-variant base vectors: 
    jiji gGg 0
rr =               (A-9) 
So, the current contra-variant gauge tensor can be expressed as: 
    kljlikij gGGg 0=              (A-10) 
By equations (A-6), (A-7), and (A-10), it is easy to find out that: 
    ijljil FG δ=               (A-11) 
Hence, the transformation ijF  relates the initial contra-variant base vectors with current contra-variant 
base vectors in such a way that: 
    jiji gFg
rr =0               (A-12) 
 Therefore, the transformation ijF  is a mixture tensor. Its lower index represents covariant component 
in 0ijg  configuration, its upper index represents contra-variant component in 0ijg configuration.  
 Similar discussion shows that the local transformation ijG  is a mixture tensor, lower index represents 
covariant component in ijg  configuration, upper index represents contra-variant component in ijg  
configuration. It is easy to find that: 
    jjii gGg
rr =0               (A-13) 
Other two important equations are: 
    jiij ggF
rr ⋅= 0               (A-14) 
    0jiij ggG
rr ⋅=               (A-15) 
 
Bt these equations, ijF  can be explained as the extended-Kronecker-delta in that it’s the dot product of 
contra-variant base vector in initial configuration and covariant base vector in current configuration. When 
the two configurations are the same, it becomes the standard Kronecker-delta. For the ijG , similar 
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interpretation can be made. 
From these equations to see, geometrically, it is found that the ijF  measures the current covariant base 
vector with the initial contra-variant base vector as reference. When stress tensor is defined as: 
    )( lklkikjlij FE δσ −=              (A-16) 
Its mechanic meaning can be explained as the lower index represents component of surface force in current 
direction, and the upper index represents the initial surface normal which surface force acts on. It takes the 
initial surface as surface force reference.  
 The ijG measures the initial covariant base vector with the current contra-variant base vector as 
reference. The corresponding stress can be explained as the lower index represents component of surface 
force in initial direction, and the upper index represents the current surface normal which surface force acts 
on. 
 For such a kind of mixture tensor, it is defined on the same point with different configurations (that is 
initial and current). So, the name of two-point tensor given by C Truessdell is not correct. This 
mis-interpretation has caused many doubts cast on the feature of transformation tensor. Some mathematician 
even said that the mixture tensor is meaningless.  
 However, during treating the non-symmetric field theory, Einstein believes that the use of mixture 
tensor is more reasonable that the pure covariant or pure contra-variant tensor. Recently, the concept of 
bi-tensor is introduced in physics topic. So, we have sound reason to use mixture tensor in continuum 
mechanics, as it can give clear physical meaning for the definition of stress. 
 Note that the transformation ijF  is completely determined by the deformation measured in initial 
configuration with gauge tensor 0ijg . Mathematically, the covariant differentiation is taken in the initial 
geometry also, although the physical meaning of ijF  is that it relates two configurations. 
 It is valuable to point out that, if the initial coordinator system is taken as Cartesian system, the ijF  
can be transformed into pure covariant form: 
    jiij ggF
rr ⋅= 0               (A-17) 
The ijG  can be transformed into pure contra-variant form: 
    jiij ggG 0rr ⋅=               (A-18) 
Although it is acceptable in form for the special case of taking Cartesian system as the initial coordinator 
system, the intrinsic meaning of deformation tensor is completely destroyed by such a formulation. That 
may be the main reason for the rational mechanics constructed by C Truessdell et al in 1960s. 
 Mathematically, once the initial gauge field is selected, the current gauge field is to be obtained by the 
given physical deformation. In this sense, the current gauge field is viewed as the physical field. So, the 
covariant differentiation is taken respect with the initial configuration. 
 Truessdell argued that the covariant differentiation should be taken one index in initial configuration, 
another index in current configuration. This concept had strongly effects on the development of infinite 
deformation mechanics. Such a kind of misunderstanding indeed is caused by the equations (A17-18). 
 Historically, Chen Zhida is the first one to clear the ambiguity caused by equations (A-17) and (A-18) 
systematically. His monograph “Rational Mechanics”(1987) treats this topic in depth.  
 There are many critics about the mathematics used in Chen’s rational mechanics theory. The most 
comment one is that: for a coordinator transformation 
    jiji dXAdx = , jiji dxAdX 1)( −=           (A-19) 
the covariant and contra-variant components of tensor is defined by its transformation from new coordinator 
system to old coordinator system follows ijA  or 1)( −ijA  formulations. However, such a tensor definition is 
to make: 
    jiijjiij dXdXGdxdxgds ==2            (A-20) 
 
be invariant. Such a tensor describes a continuum without any motion. In fact, such a tensor feature is only 
to say the object indifference for coordinator system selection. 
 However, many physicists and mechanists treat motion of continuum as the transformation ijA  or 
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1)( −ijA . Mathematically, the equation (A-20) can be rewritten as: 
    jiijjiljkikljiij dXdXGdXdXAAgdxdxgds ===2        (A-21) 
or: 
    jiijjiljkikljiij dxdxgdxdxAAGdXdXGds === −− 112 )()(      (A-22) 
It is clear that the covariant invariant feature must be maintained by the coordinator system choice. It has no 
any  meaning of motion. In Chen’s geometry, for time parameter t , 
    jiljkikljiij dxdxtFtFgdxdxtgtds )()()0()()(2 ==        (A-23) 
The gauge field is time dependent, while the coordinator is fixed (called intrinsic coordinator). 
 The equation (A-23) can be rewritten as: 
    )()()0()()()0()()(2 tdXtdXgdxdxtFtFgdxdxtgtds lkkljiljkikljiij ===    (A-24) 
It is similar in form with equation (A-21). But their mechanical interpretation is strikingly different. 
  
   
Appendix B Relationship between Chen’s Constitutive and Classical Constitutive Equations 
 Here, for simplicity, the material is idea isotropic simple elastic material and the initial coordinator 
system is standard rectangular coordinator system. For the initial reference configuration, Chen’s 
constitutive equation is: 
     )( lklkikjlij FE δσ −=            (B-1) 
It defines two stresses for pure elastic deformation: 
     lkikjlij SE=σ~             (B-2) 
     )( lklkikjlij RE δσ −=)            (B-3) 
 For pure elasticity, classical stress is: 
     lmmkikjlij
T
k
l
k
lik
jlij
C LLEUUE )cos1(~)(
2
1 Θ−+=+= σσ     (B-4) 
When the local rotation is zero, there is no difference. For large deformation, classical theory introduces 
additional elasticity. Chen’s theory shows that large deformation will still be the same elasticity parameter. 
Physically, the large deformation, if the temperature is constant, will not change the intrinsic feature of 
material. So, Chen’s theory is much more soundness. 
 Another difference is for the elasticity constants. In Chen’s theory, the elasticity constant tensor is a 
mixture tensor, its isotropic form is: 
     kjilklijikjlE δµδδλδ 2+=           (B-5) 
Where, in classical mechanics, the elasticity constant tensor is defined as: 
     jkiljlikklijijklC δµδδµδδλδ ++=         (B-6) 
Therefore, the classical form will not accept non-symmetry stress. This problem is overcome in elastic wave 
theory to define: 
     jlikklijijklC δµδδλδ 2+=           (B-7) 
 Its function is same as (B-5) form, but is not so geometrically soundness, because for pure covariant 
tensor the form (B-6) indeed is the unique isotropic form. 
As this definition suits not only for elastic wave, but also suits for explosive waves, it is reasonable to 
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say the form (B-5) has no contradiction with observation. Further more, it shows that the form (B-6) is not 
physically correct. The problem is that it should be not a pure covariant tensor.  
Truessdell, may viewing this problem, gave a form: 
      jkiljlikklijijklC δµδδµδδλδ ++=         (B-8) 
Therefore, Truessdell strongly against the introduction of non-symmetry elasticity stress.  
 As the non-symmetry stress does function in infinitesimal S-wave motion, so the forms (B-6) and (B-8) 
must be abandon for dynamic deformation motion. 
 Therefore, physically and geometrically, the form (B-5) is the unique form for isotropic elasticity. 
  
 
